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Market Issues
Capital markets firms are under pressure from all sides.
Regulators want more transparency, clients and shareholders
want greater margins at reduced cost, and new entrants are
eating into already sparse liquidity, making generating those
margins harder.
For many firms, finding new sources of liquidity—either through
new venues, instruments or new trading strategies—is critical to
commercial success. Once connected to these sources, they
need to be able to trade quickly and reliably. High frequency
competitors are already trading at microsecond intervals. For
non-HFT firms to make money, they need to be able to execute
trades exactly when needed: a delay of even a few milliseconds
could impact execution quality.

As a result, assuring extranet performance delivers a significant
trading advantage, directly impacting the bottom line. While
many aspects of network reliability are covered by service level
agreements with extranet service providers, traditional network
monitoring tools often lack granularity in reporting, covering
broad, averaged metrics over reporting intervals—from seconds
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Rather than looking only to new venues as the principal source
of new revenues in the future, firms should consider the returns
that can be achieved by better instrumenting, and in turn
optimising incumbent trading architectures in order to achieve
greater revenues/profitability on existing venues. Moreover, in
doing so, they will achieve a far better ROI against a backdrop
of heavily constrained and diminishing budgets. Extranets—
connecting financial services providers’ trading infrastructure to
market makers, exchanges, and other wide area network
locations—are particularly susceptible to performance issues.
On the time-scale of financial transactions, extranets contribute
significantly more latency, and risk of packet loss, than the
LANs that host critical trading functions.

to minutes, or even daily—that are eons in time-sensitive
trading. Measurement precision is also often insufficient:
millisecond latency metrics in a sub-microsecond world.
Without having access to highly-precise, granular, real-time,
sub-second performance monitoring, it’s impossible to

accurately detect latency variations, trade flow gaps or
microbursts. Latency spikes and packet loss from bursts of
network traffic can disrupt hundreds of trades. Yet without submicrosecond sampling rates and measurement precision, most
existing monitoring tools wouldn’t notice.
Precise and accurate low latency monitoring requires highly
precise and accurate time stamping. Any slight inconsistencies

in time measurement can distort metrics, particularly in
situations where traffic is being measured in disparate
geographic locations. As critical as accurate timing is for active
latency measurements, emerging regulatory regimes such as
MIFID-II underline its importance. Precise trade packet timestamping and capture is required for reporting and analysis, and
compliance becomes impossible without granular, precise,
distributed network-embedded real-time monitoring.

Effect of Sampling Speed on Burst Detection
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Accedian’s Solution
Accedian’s instrumentation empowers banks
and brokers to monitor their trading
infrastructure to sub-microsecond granularity
and with military precision. The unprecedented
and cost-efficient licensing model finally allows
providers to deploy this cutting edge technology
across the firms’ full client trading flow lifecycle,
from ingress into the bank/brokers buy side FIX
Hub all the way down to the executing venues’
infrastructure, and back again. It does this
without impacting underlying trade flows latency
or content. Microbursts, micro-gaps, and
instantaneous latency spikes are effortlessly
detected. Real-time reporting through leading
analytics tools—and Accedian’s own secure
customer portals—ensures banks and brokers
can effortlessly manage and optimise the
services they provide to clients with extreme
accuracy. This focus on complete, immediate,
precise performance visibility provides clear
differentiation of QoS and key business metrics
within the industry and its peer group.

In addition, Accedian’s unique
FlowBROKER™ remote, distributed packet
brokering solution allows institutions to
accurately time-stamp and capture every
trade flow packet, at all critical locations to
record the exact time of each trading event,
and guaranteeing optimal performance,
transparency and regulatory conformance of
their trading infrastructure. With a unique
ability to synchronize time-stamping clocks
at each capture point, no new timing
distribution infrastructure is required.

Accedian: Precision Timestamping
Resolution [Granularity]

< 1 µs

Repeatability

< 10 µs

Precision [Divergence] *

< 10 µs

* requires sufficiently precise time source / signal - Accedian units
synchronize local time-stamping clocks within 100 ns of UTC when
served by sufficiently accurate PTP (IEEE 1588v2) / GPS sources.
N.B.: MiFID II regulations require 100 µs precision

FlowBROKER™ simplifies compliance with
regulations such as MiFID II and Dodd
Frank, while opening up a real-time feed for
detailed trade flow analysis. Since timestamping takes place at the network level—
rather than the application level—there is no
need to re-instrument potentially hundreds of
technology stacks across all the locations an
institution operates in.

Benefits & Proof Points
Proven Large-Scale Deployments

Accurate 1-Way Latency Measurements

Accedian assures the network performance of some of the world’s largest
financial service providers including global deployments with Thomson Reuters
(Globally) and Colt Capital Markets.

Integrated (local) clock synchronization permits high-precision one-way delay
measurements over large scale networks (with or without external timing
sources).

Accedian’s highly scalable solutions monitor networks spanning over 100
countries.

Real-Time Reporting

MIFiD II and Dodd Frank Compliant
Accedian’s solutions are fully compliant with MiFID II and Dodd Frank regulations.

10ms Microburst Detection
Accedian’s FlowMETER™ detects microbursts as short as 10ms1
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Per-second performance metrics reporting / streaming (including
min/max/averages from 10ms1 sample intervals)

1

on 10GbE interfaces (

Efficient Packet Brokering
FlowBROKER™ packet brokering features include time-stamping, packet slicing,
efficient bundling, and lossless streaming to analysis platforms.

Accedian Solution Coverage

*FIX = Financial Information eXchange

OMS = Order Management System
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ALGO = ALGORITHMIC TRADING

MAL = Market Access Layer

Issues & Solutions Matrix

Continued next page
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Issues & Solutions Matrix …continued
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Issues & Solutions Matrix …continued
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